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Features of University

http://www.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/index.html

Hiroshima University (HU) was established by combining eight existing institutions in May 1949 under the National
School Establishment Law. Later in 1953, the Hiroshima Prefectural Medical College was also added to the new
HU. Some of these higher educational institutions already had brilliant traditions and histories of their own.
Although these educational institutions suffered a great deal of damage due to the atomic bomb which was
dropped on Hiroshima on August 6, 1945, they were reconstructed and combined to become the new
HU. In addition, Graduate Schools were established in 1953. The new HU has risen from the ruins of war like a
phoenix, which is in fact the University's symbol.
HU has a long history of accepting international students. This commenced before World War II. As of May 2021,
HU has over 15,000 students including approximately 1,700 international students from about different 72
countries.

Features of Graduate School

https://www.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/en/gshs

In the education and research area of humanities and social sciences which is socially required to be
re-considered, it is required not only to promote knowledge of exploration studies that have been traditionally
conducted in various fields but also to create new social values and methods for solving problems in a
rapidly-changing society. To address such a requirement, this graduate school integrates faculties who are
engaged in education and research in various graduate schools into one graduate school to establish an education
and research organization in which the wall between fields is eliminated. This organization aims to develop human
resources who are capable of sharing values with specialists of other fields and being engaged in cooperation for
realizing such values by cultivating interest for other fields than their specialties in addition to the existing academic
field. To conduct the education and research to achieve the aim described above, this graduate school introduces
the degree program system that specifically indicates the image of human resources to be developed, diploma
policy, and curriculum policy for the students who want to earn a degree and clearly describes the purpose and
method of cooperation with the education course within and outside of the major course. It is expected that
students will be allowed to expand their vision and develop their will and capability for communicating with each
other beyond the differences in their specialty fields and nationality while studying in the same place as students of
various fields that are not limited within the framework of the existing graduate school, students of various degree
programs with different characteristics, and foreign and Japanese students who are engaged different issues and
have different cultural and religious backgrounds. In response to the introduction of the degree program system,
the name of the degree program is indicated in the diploma certification in addition to the major course name and
the name of the specialty field to allow students to easily explain their specialties.
I. Key Features of Education
(1) Education Programs in English
We believe it is important to develop international professionals capable of writing academic articles and reports,

communicating and conversing in English. Therefore, almost all lectures and seminars are provided in English.
(2) Systematic and Interdisciplinary Curriculum
We offers a systematic and interdisciplinary curriculum to produce specialists who can contribute to international
development and cooperation in ways that cut across established academic disciplines. We offers integrated
education and research programs in economic development, international affairs, cultural dynamics, engineering,
biology, peace studies, educational development, regional studies, Asian cultures and interdisciplinary programs to
develop global perspectives.
II. Special Education Programs
We offers special education programs designed to improve the qualifications and skills of students who plan to
work in the field of international cooperation. The main features of these programs are as follows.
(1) Global Environmental Leaders Special Education Program
One of our aims is to establish a center for training environmental leaders capable of identifying problems and
formulating strategic solutions at national or local levels through interdisciplinary and international perspectives.
The global issue of reducing carbon emissions is an example of such a problem and the need for solutions.
Another aim is to provide a platform for collaboration between industry, government and academia to promote
cutting-edge environmental research and create coherent practical solutions for environmental issues on a global
scale that is not limited to developing countries. We seek to provide value-added knowledge to those engaged in
international cooperation. Achieving these aims requires addressing five areas: urban system design to prevent
global warming, wise use of biomass resources, environmental impact assessment, policy and institutional design
and environmental education. Our intention is for developing countries to work hand in hand with Japan to develop
international environmental leaders, a task that we will undertake in an effective and practical manner.
For more details, go to
https://www.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/en/idec/education/special_education/courses/gels
(2) Formation of a Strategic Center for Global Internship (G.ecbo)
HU is currently promoting the “Formation of a Strategic Center for Global Internship” (commonly known as the
“G.ecbo program”) following the 2007 adoption of the Support Program for Improvement of Graduate School
Education. G.ecbo is a practical education program that includes pre- and post-internship training designed to
achieve viable outcomes from student internships. The following types of internships are available:
(1) overseas internships, in which students go to a university or organization outside Japan;
(2) domestic internships, in which foreign students go to a Japanese company or organization;
(3) third-country internships, in which students from developing countries go to institutions in other developing
countries.
(4) follow-up research internships, in which students in doctoral programs go back to countries where they have
previously worked.

Features of the Program
https://www.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/en/gshs/program/humanitiesandsocialsciences/InternationalEconomicDevelopmentP

The International Economic Development Program fosters advanced professionals and researchers who can
contribute creatively and collaboratively to development policy planning, implementations, evaluations and
improvements towards promotion of sustainable development goals, through acquisition of global perspectives,
and knowledge and skills necessary in evidence-based interdisciplinary social science.
The art and science of policy making is entering into a new era. The paradigm shift is upgrading the process of
policy making and its impact evaluation from a personal-experience-based subjective approach to a more objective,
evidence-based one.
Evidence-based decision making does not merely mean the utilization of data; rather, it explicitly prohibits doing so,
by acknowledging the wisdom that what our data shows in front of our eyes is just the correlation, and not the
causation that we need to base our decision. The fact that “people with higher education enjoy higher income”
does not imply “promoting higher education promotes income growth.” The fact that “countries with higher child
birth rates face higher poverty” does not imply “suppressing child birth reduces poverty.” The fact that “cities with
better sewage have better child health” does not imply “better sewage improves child health.”
If we want to know the impact of the policy to tackle these problems, we must find the truth hidden behind the
observed data. The art of science of finding the truth in this way is the evidence-based decision making that we

offer.
In order to tackle various development issues such as economic development, environmental conservation,
poverty alleviation, and urban/rural dynamics, The International Economic Development Program provides the
systematic curriculum to cultivate abilities for identifying/targeting issues, applied analysis, policy proposals that
can link advanced social science methods to practical problem solving. Additionally, this program offers learning
and training opportunities to develop professional communication skills to work with diverse stakeholders and
leadership in problem solving.

Necessary Curriculum to Obtain the Degrees
To obtain a Master’s degree, JDS Fellows need to satisfy the following requirements:
Minimum of 30 credits through program work;
Submission of a master’s thesis.
All students need to decide research topic and supervisors (one head-supervisor and two sub-supervisors) at the
beginning of the first semester. Under the head-supervisor’s advice, students will choose subjects to enroll and
start preparations for a master’s thesis.
List of subjects offered in 2021 academic year is attached. Students will choose subjects mainly from “International
Development Economic Program”.
(URL: https://www.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/system/files/161122/14e.pdf)

List of faculty members capable of guiding JDS Fellows
https://www.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/en/gshs/staff/InternationalEconomicDevelopmentP
Students need to decide their research topic and supervisors (one head-supervisor and two sub-supervisors) at
the beginning of the first semester. Under the head-supervisor’s advice, students will choose subjects to enroll and
start preparations for their master’s thesis.
【International Economic Development Program】
Position

Name

Research Theme

Professor

ICHIHASHI,
Masaru

Quantitative Comparison for Asian Economy, International and Regional
Studies of Economy, Analysis for Industrial Development, Japanese Economic
System, Economics Statistics Analysis

Professor

KAKINAKA,
Makoto

Studies on International Trade and Finance

Professor

KANEKO,
Shinji

Professor

MAHARJAN,
Keshav Lall

Professor

YOSHIDA,
Yuichiro

Associate
Professor

GOTO, Daisaku

Study on Sustainable Development for Developing Countries
Environmental Policy Studies in Asia
Rural Economics; issues related to agricultural economy and rural dynamics
South Asian Studies; issues related to socio-economy of South Asia
Study on the Optimal Social Capital and the Public Policy towards the
Economic Growth and Development
Comparative Macroeconomic Analysis in Developing Countries
Applied Microeconomics for Development and Environmental Policy Studies
Lab and Field Experiments in Development and Environmental Economics

Associate
Professor

SHARIFI Ayyoob

Urban Planning and Policy Development, Environmental Planning and
Management, Climate Policy, Sustainable Cities

Associate
Professor

TAKAHASHI,
Shingo

Labor Economics, Personnel Economics, The effects of spousal tax exemption
of female labor supply, Research on subjective evaluation

Associate
Professor

TAKAHASHI,
Yoshi

Human Resource Development / Management, Management of Technology,
Management of Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

Associate
Professor

JOSHI ,
Niraj Prakash

Climate change, agricultural technology adoption, agriculture production
economics, poverty and rural development in developing country

Academic Schedule
（Reference）
Fall Semester (October 1 - March 31)

<In case of the schedule in AY2020>

October 1

Entrance Ceremony, Orientation

October 2 - February 8

Classes

Early October

International Student Orientation (University-wide)

Mid October

Deadline of Class Registration

November 5

University Anniversary Day

December 26 - January 5

Winter Vacation

February 9 - March 31

End-of- Academic-Year Holidays

Spring Semester (April 1 - September 30)

<In case of the schedule in AY2021>

April 1 - April 7

Spring Vacation

April 8 - August 5

Classes

Mid April

Deadline of Class Registration

End of July

Thesis Submission

Mid-August

Thesis Defense

August 6 - September 30

Summer Vacation

September 17

Graduation Ceremony

Facilities

https://www.hiroshima-u.ac.jp/en/centers

Residence”
We provide apartments for international students at a reasonable rent. Students can get support in English from
Hiroshima University Co-op when they apply for the apartments, have trouble and so on.
Also, a public apartment called “Sun Square Higashi-Hiroshima” is available to international students.
Library
Our library has nearly a collection of 30,000 titles of books and journals. Our collection is mainly focused on

economics of development, education development, international relations and Asia regional culture development.
"World Bank Information Kiosk" is placed for the purpose of introducing active discussions in academic area about
the policy and actions of the World Bank. Students can access to "World Development Indicators Online" in our
library. Flag ship publications, project reports, brochures and publications from the World Bank Tokyo Office are
also available.
JDS fellows have full access to 5 other libraries on campus which has approximately 3,300,000 materials in its
collection. Holding a huge collection of books and electronic journals, with a total combined area of 29,000 square
meters, Hiroshima University Library System comprised of 5 libraries is one of the largest in the country.
Other facilities
Within the campus, we have welfare facilities such as various cafeteria, a travel agency office, stores, book shops
and a barber shop. Hiroshima University also has a post office, a university health service center, and a dental
clinic in the campus. The International Center provides mental counseling service to international students in
English.

Message for Applicants
The International Economic Development Program started accepting JDS Fellows in 2002 and currently we have
JDS Fellows from 13 countries (Ghana, Cambodia, the Kyrgyz Republic, Sri Lanka, Tajikistan, Nepal, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, the Philippines, Vietnam, Myanmar, Mongolia, and Laos). We also have students dispatched from
governments mainly in Asian countries, under MEXT, Japanese government, the World Bank, and other
scholarships. During lectures, seminars, or in student research rooms, students are actively participating in the
discussion, exchanging their views and stimulating one another.
HU is a research based university. In line with this policy, We requires a thesis for the fulfillment of the master’s
degree, which is different from the coursework-based curriculum typically found in professional schools. It is not a
very easy task to compile a master’s thesis based on independent research. In fact, students need to spend
significant time and resources. However, it is expected that this experience will enable you to acquire specialized
academic and practical knowledge in your area of specialization. To ensure that you can pursue research of a high
standard that achieves a good result, at the time of joining our program we require applicants to have a good
command of English. Some knowledge of economics is also highly desirable.
In the campus surrounded by abundant nature in the suburbs of Hiroshima city, you can give your full attention to
your study. Your each and every experience here will serve as an excellent base for your further steps as a
professional government official. We welcome you to Hiroshima University.

【Voice from JDS Return Fellows】

Mr. Huq Muhammad Tashfiq, 15 Batch (2016-2018)
Belonging Organization: Bangladesh Bank

Studying in Hiroshima University is one of the most pleasant experience I ever had. I have started my masters in
Development Policy from October 2016 and continuing till present.
Hiroshima University is situated in a beautiful place, far from city life. The environment is ideal for study. I was very
surprised to know about the diversity of study subjects. Before coming to Hiroshima I was afraid about studying.
But after coming here I have learnt about so many disciplines other than my basic subject economics. The course

was really a multidisciplinary course. Anyone even from a totally different background like me can cope with the
study. The professors are very helpful. I have also attended some conferences which enriched my knowledge
about research.

In Hiroshima University cafeteria we can taste different Japanese style food. There is provision for halal food for
Muslims in the cafeteria. I have attended some of the cultural programs arranged by the university. I came to learn
about cultures of different countries and Japan from these events. Also we can show others about our culture
through the events.I was really enjoying my life in Hiroshima University.

